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DECEMBER 2019 - WITH YOUR SPECIAL HOST OLE DAMMEGÅRD

Click above to hear the whole mind-blowing story (In Swedish, sorry)

Dear friend, yihaa, what a turbulent month, yet again. And this time I believe we
have made some major progress, possibly stopping yet a major attack on
Sweden, and indirectly on Europe. This time it seems like a big attack was
planned on November 28 at the International Airport Arlanda outside Stockholm,
the biggest airport in Sweden. Every time we expose any of their plans, we
manage to disturb their very tight timeline, which can take them months to reestablish. So let's have a closer look at what I am talking about.

We kept breathing down their necks with a follow-up (In Swedish)

PLANNED ATTACK AGAINST THE AIRPORT?

A quick explanation: I was contacted by an 'insider' about a planned drill at the
Arlanda airport, owned by the stately Swedavia. The date was set for November
28, and according to the source 150 English speaking crisis actors were going to
participate. It was all meant to be kept very secret. I got the chills... Was this
going to be a new falseflag attack, as part of the delayed Operations Sea Eagle?

At first the drills was not officially annonced, then suddenly it appeared

At the same time as our warning, the airport's CCTV went down

I chose to go live with this information, since among others, former Lieutenant
Colonel Mikael Hagenbo had been warning about a big possible attack in the near
future. At that time I am not aware of any official websites that carried this
information. Together with Michael Oddane from Wake Up Globe we made two
videos, warning about a possible falseflag attack

After the second video went live, the Swedish government presented a new antiterror law, a behaviour we have seen many time before, like when both Homeland
Security and the Patriot Act had been prepared many months before the attacks
on September 11. The same right after the alleged Copenhagen Shootings, etc. In
those cases, while the public was still in an emotional shock these major decisions
were officially approved of and passed through the legal system. So is this what
was being planned this time as well?
When Michel pointed out how the somewhat strange behaviour shown by the legal
representatives, the Government's video was taken down! And our videos had
ZERO VIEWS (see top image) for quite a while, while at the same time having
several hundreds Likes. Go figure...

Ola Slettenmark, the man I pointed out in my last newsletter as directly involved
in the alleged Stockholm Truck Attack, disappeared after my exposure from his
Twitter account, until just a few days ago, only days before this new operation.

JOINT NATO CONFERENCE A FEW KMS AWAY

Even if Sweden is not an official member of NATO - it still is...

Just two days before this possible attack, a 'NATO/Partnership Joint
Synchronisation Workshop' was held at SWEDINT, Lifeguards Regiment,
Kungsängen, Sweden, 26-28 November, just a few kilometres away from the
airport. At the same time a local warning was given regarding possible explosive
sounds coming from the nearby military shooting range. Was the dates of this
conference just a coincidence, or is it possible that an 'airport attack' could be the
grand finale of the event planning?

A simultaneous local sound-warning about planned military explosions

The short distance between the NATO-conference and the airport

Official flight restrictions were ordered above the conference area

At the same time NATO signed a billion dollar order with Boeing,
regarding 'the future of surveillance and control capabilities'...

At the same time NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg and the President of
Boeing International, Sir Michael Arthur, met at Melsbroek Airport in Brussels to
mark a major investment in the Alliance's fleet of AWACS surveillance aircraft.
NATO's 1 billion dollar contract with Boeing will 'modernise the AWACS fleet,
ensuring they continue to support the Alliance's missions to 2035' and 'the future
of surveillance and control capabilities'. Control and surveillance of whom?

NEXT DAY MASS CANCELLATION OF FLIGHTS

The next morning many flights were cancelled due to snow storms...
but please look behind the reporter. Is that heavy snow fall?

A photo from the exact same time, in Stockholm (40 kms south)

No less that 33 (interesting number) flights were cancelled

And guess what - the very same day was Black (occult) Friday

CRISIS ACTORS TRAINED IN SINGAPORE?

A few days earlier, a drill eas carried out in a mosque in Singapore

A couple of days earlier a drill had been carried out at the Singapore airport,
using a security app developed by among others, Ola Slettenmark! A flight was
scheduled to Arlanda the morning of the Swedish drill. Is it possible that the 150
English speaking crisis actors had been trained in Singapore for this specific
reason and was then planned to arrive in Sweden, ready to perform a 'a major
terror attack'?

A special 'protocol' used in combination with many 'terror attacks'.

Please click above to read the report after the recent operations...

...and who is acknowledged for it? The very same Ola Slettenmark

RE-GROUPING FOR YET A MAJOR ATTACK?

The very next day a bizarre attack on London Bridge
I went out live on Facebook trying to expose them asap

Instead of a massive attack at the airport in Sweden a series of violent attacks
took place in Rotterdam and Den Haag in the Netherlands, Stockholm and in
London - the exact same cities as earlier pointed out. What are the chances?

There was no real official explanation for this strangely parked truck

A forensic photographer taking a photo of the knife... (night time?)

...yet the knife was officially already taken care of by a 'hero'...

...who turned out to be a brutal child murderer... Pinch me...

Once again, the attacked nations are offered the very same Solution

Am I the only one starting to see a worrying pattern which seems to be
developing around British Elections?
16th June 2016 - The alleged Jo Cox Murder
23rd June 2016 - EU Referendum
3rd June 2017 - London Bridge attack
8th June 2017 - UK General Election
29th November 2019 - London Bridge attack
12th December 2019 - UK General Election

HEAL WITH LOVE
Please note that my intention is not to scare or spread fear, but instead to inform
with the hope that my newsletters will help to give a clearer overview of what
happened or is happening so that we can take our power back.
We all deserve so much better.
It's time to stop the madness and
heal the world with love.

Whenever I need to get back in balance, I often listen to my wonderful raja-yoga
teacher Nalanie Harilela Chellaram. Click on the image below to watch her talk
'Keep
it
Simple,
Keep
it
Humble'.
For
more
info,
please
visit
http://www.sisproject.org.

See you again on January 1, 2020

Please support Ole Dammegard and his groundbreaking research:
Light On Conspiracies: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com
Donations: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/sponsorship-donations
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/lightonconspiracies
Membership: https://www.lightonconspiracies.com/membership-signup
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ole.dammegard
Twitter: @lightonconspira
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/oledammegard
BitTube: https://bit.tube/LightOnConspiracies
Guestbook: Guestbook
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